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Nov 12, 2013 2.35pm Sarah 

 

David is a lovely and gentle man with great skills. I contacted David when I wanted 

someone close to me who had the experience to deal with fertility issues specifically. 

 

I’m an older woman (39) and David did only 4 sessions on me –assuring me it would 

have an impact. Only a couple of months later- I’m pregnant. You can’t ask for more 

than that!’ Sarah, Prospect 

 

Nov 6, 2012 at 6.00pm 

 

After 2 years of ankle pain and unable to walk properly after last weeks session (1st 

one) I had 5 days of no pain, it only returned as I over worked it. thank you 

 

Jan 4, 2009 at 09:38:58 Emma 

 

I was suffering a lot of pain in my stomach, was in hospital for months at a time no 

one had any idea what it was. I was loseing weight was very ill .When I met Dave 

Omg it has now been 12 months since i last saw him and no pain totally free. I now 

have a full life back thanks to you Dave .would recommend you to any one again i 

say so many thanks to you. 

 

Mar 10, 2009 at 21:06:58 Sam 

 

Thanks so much David. After being in so much pain for a few years- with a bad back 

from a car accident and with the added stress that life sometimes brings, since 



having my massage appointments with you, the pain is 90% better than it's ever 

been. I'll definitely. E back!!! 

 

Jul 1, 2008 at 13:12:40 Scott H 

 

I visited David after experiencing 3 years of constant lower leg pain from my 

commitment with football. After seeing naturopaths, chiropractors, podiatrists and 

doctors during that time period, I saw Dave's business in the yellow pages. For me, 

he provided a blend of pressure point, remedial massage, reflexology and stretching 

techniques to work on the problem areas i had. It was amazing the change, even the 

next day at work, where my legs would normally ache, they didn’t. After seeing him a 

few times through early 2008, I was able to complete my best preseason, free of the 

dreaded shin splints and calf problems that would hinder my every training session 

and match days, every year. I am now able to run longer without pain, take knocks 

on the legs without long term problems and visit Dave when i feel like i need an 

update. A no pressure, calm environment. Cheers mate for getting me back up and 

running again 

 

Apr 8, 2008 at 08:24:44 Janet 

 

Interstate visitor, made a random selection from a natural therapies website, and 

found David. So pleased that I did. David is a wonderful masseur. He has the kind of 

personality that immediately puts you at your ease. Nothing is too much trouble for 

him. This combined with his ability to deliver a massage that is at once so, so 

relaxing and intuitively remedial, will keep me coming back to him whenever::I visit 

Adelaide. Thoroughly recommended! Janet. 

 

Jan 16, 2008 at 22:30:34 ML 

 

As a result of practicing as a registered cardiac nurse for 26 years, I developed 

chronic and debilitating neck and shoulder pain, severely limiting my capacity to care 

for my patients and practice effectively. In addition, my quality of life became 



severely compromised as I used to enjoy exercising and keeping very active. I have 

sought treatment in various other alternative therapies during the last 4 years with 

little or no effect in alleviating the chronic pain I was experiencing. A nursing 

colleague highly recommended to mesa visit to Still Waters Massage as she 

received excellent results in the treatment for her back pain. I am extremely grateful 

that I am now pain free from all the stress and strain from working in a busy ward 

environment however I have continued treatment for maintenance so that I can 

continue to be pain free and be the best nurse I can for my patients. My quality and 

outlook on life has greatly improved. I feel calmer and more relaxed. In addition, my 

quality of sleep has improved also. The maintenance treatment is crucial to enable 

muscle flexibility to be sustained. From a holistic perspective, Still Waters Massage 

has greatly enhanced my physical and psychological wellbeing. To all nurses I urge 

you, please make an appointment at Still Waters. You won’t regret it. 

 

Jan 12, 2008 at 23:05:26 Alan 

 

Thank you for showing me there is another way to treat back problems. For Just on 2 

months now, I have had easily manageable back pain and it's improving. Thanks 

Again 

 

Oct 9, 2007 at 17:56:26 Jason Burns 

 

David was fantastic; he could intuitively find the areas in my back and my knee that 

were giving me trouble. His treatment was fantastic...not only did he treat the 

problem, he explained what he was doing and offered great advice on how I can 

maintain the problem. I'll definitely use his service again 

 

Aug 10, 2007 at 17:17:13 Christina Veprek 

 

Wow! It’s not often that you come across a practitioner that spends that extra time 

trying to sort out any problems. Thanks David! 

 



Jul 12, 2007 at 08:43:11 Kathy 

 

It’s so great to feel good after a massage from Dave, not like others where you feel 

like you have been hit by a truck after. highly recommended 

 

Jul 11, 2007 at 21:48:37 Richard OBrien 

 

David has provided some of the best massages to alleviate my chronic back pain. 

Highly Recommended. 

 

Jul 11, 2007 at 17:36:20 Cheryl 

 

David, My experiences with your methods are fantastic. I have really appreciated 

your flexible working hours. Makes it easier for me to attend to my health in between 

a hectic lifestyle. When I am in the treatment room I enjoy the calm energy that you 

have created. It is warm & comfortable, even in the coldest months!!! & the 

treatments you have provided have really made a difference to my health and 

enabled me to get on with life in a more healthful (= pain free) way. Thanks David, I 

will return. Again & again & I have already been telling my friends and colleagues of 

the wonderful experience & benefits you deliver. Cheers. Cheryl 

 

Jul 4, 2007 at 08:15:58 Rob 

 

I must say that I am absolutely energised and satisfied by the results from a 

treatment from David. My History is a long list of muscular skeletal problems as well 

as a major knee reconstruction late may 07. I had been suffering extreme pain and 

complications from the surgery. David treated me for 45 mins and I was amazed at 

the freedom, flexibility and lack of pain. I strongly recommend David's services and 

can pass on that you too will be amazed and revitalised after his therapy. I still 

cannot believe the difference and I will definitely be seeing David on a regular basis. 

Do yourself a favour and call David no matter the problem. I am confident that relief 

is close at hand. Many Thanks. David. Rob Wilhelm. State Manager, SC Australia. 



 

Jun 12, 2007 at 16:51:08 Jude 

 

I certainly can say that was the Best! It was very nice, I felt very comfortable. Most of 

all I felt so Good after my visit my neck and back have never felt this good from a 

first visit. I will be back. Thankyou 

 

May 29, 2007 at 10:37:52 Trish 

 

Very good and thankyou Dave i will be back nice not to have pain 

 

May 29, 2007 at 10:37:05 KT 

 

Excellent, after yrs of pain in shoulder and neck, after 1st visit there was 95% pain 

relief. I won’t be looking elsewhere that’s for sure, plus a very comfortable person 

you can easily relax and not feel on edge 

 

Please feel free to leave your comments about how you felt about your treatment at 

Still Waters Massage. It will then be posted to this page for other prospective clients 
 


